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Eva Hausmann is a chef, gastronomic stylist and 
consultant in culinary trends. Trained in cooking 
and pastry at the prestigious Hofmann School of 
Hospitality in Barcelona, she is an expert in the 
development of gastronomic concepts and advisor 
for the food industry, the hospitality industry, 
retail and publishing. She is also a promoter of 
the HSH (Happy, Strong, Healthy) philosophy and 
Mediterranean cuisine and lifestyle.

Salvador Brugués i Fontané (Sant Hilari Sacalm, 
1964) is a collaborator of El Celler de Can Roca 
and has been a teacher of cooking practices since 
1989. From a family of hotel owners, he studied at 
the Girona School of Hotel Management. He is a 
specialist in vacuum cooking and co-author, together 
with Joan Roca, of the books La cocina al vacío (Vacuum 
Cooking), Cocina con Joan Roca (Cooking with Joan 
Roca), Cocina con Joan Roca a baja temperatura 
(Cooking with Joan Roca at low temperature) and 
Cocina madre (Mother Kitchen).

TEXTS EVA HAUSMANN 
& SALVADOR BRUGUÉS | 
PHOTOGRAPHY BECKY LAWTON

Cocotte 
Cooking
Techniques and recipes to prepare the 
best casserole dishes at home.
As we return to traditions in search of craftsmanship and 
things well-done, we find age-old techniques and tools 
at our disposal, and this is no less so in the kitchen where 
traditional methods can greatly improve our cooking.

Cooking in cast iron pans, known as cocottes, takes us 
back to the dishes of our mothers and grandmothers. A 
cuisine that comes from the heart, and is full of wisdom. 
A calm cooking full of the values of sustainability, flavor 
and nutrition that popular know-how offers us.

Domestic kitchens find in casseroles a great ally, as they 
ensure extraordinary results and are a very sustainable 
cooking process, in line with the current trend of low-
temperature cooking techniques.

Planeta Gastro | 280 pages | November 2021

Key Points

• A recipe book for cooking at home in a simple, fast 
and healthy way, based on easy cooking techniques in 
a cast iron casserole pan or cocotte.

• With 50 recipes detailed step by step by 50 of the 
best chefs in the country: Ferran Adrià, Joan Roca, 
Carme Ruscalleda, Dani García, Karlos Arguiñano, 
Juan Mari Arzak, David Muñoz, Martín Berasategui, 
Eneko Atxa, Quique Dacosta, Jordi Cruz, Paco 
Roncero, Nandu Jubany, Albert Adrià, the Reixach 
sisters, Oriol Castro, the Torres brothers, Ramon Freixa, 
Fina Puigdevall, Paco Pérez, Xavier Pellicer, Carles 
Abellán, Jaume Subirós, Carles Gaig and many others.
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Argentine by birth and Madrilenian by adoption 
Diego Cabrera combined his training in foreign 
commerce with work in bars and cocktail bars in his 
native Buenos Aires, where he learned the trade and 
discovered his passion for the bartending profession.

In 2013, Viva Madrid and Salmon Guru, one of the 
best cocktail bars inside and outside of Spain that has 
received great international recognition (currently # 
17 on the list of the World’s 50 Best Bars).

He has won several awards and distinctions such 
as the award for Best Cocktail Bar in Spain, Best 
Cocktail Menu in Spain at the Coaster Awards, and 
One of the Best International Openings of the Year 
(by Salmon Guru) according to Tales of the Cocktails, 
the annual congress held in New Orleans, in addition 
to the National Gastronomy Award in 2018.

TEXTS DIEGO CABRERA  | 
PHOTOGRAPHY ÁNGEL BECERRIL

Guru
The basic and indispensable manual 
that every bartender needs: an authentic 
cocktail masterclass.
A must read and an indispensable tool for professionals 
and cocktail lovers. A fundamental book that aims to 
fully explore the senses and use them in the creation 
of cocktails.

Unlike other books on the world of cocktails, this one 
does not focus on the recipes themselves (although it 
also contains about fifty), but on the initial concept of 
its gestation in the creative process and why a cocktail 
is prepared one way and not another.

A very visual work, with attractive illustrations and 
a fundamental theoretical content that explains 
everything you need to know to get started in this 
profession and learn all the details from start to finish 
about the world of bars, drinks and cocktails.

Planeta Gastro | 288 pages | March 2022

Key Points

• Diego Cabrera brings together everything you need 
to know to become a great bartender.

• A profuse and beautifully illustrated work which 
seeks to go far beyond the usual classic repertoire 
of recipes to become the absolute modern cocktail 
reference manual.

• Diego Cabrera runs Salmon Guru, currently ranked 
17th on the list of the World’s 50 Best Bars.

• Diego Cabrera is the bartender closest to Ferran 
Adrià’s spirit of innovation, non-conformity and 
permanent questioning of the established and his 
philosophy of continuous research.

NEW TITLES HIGHLIGHTS
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En un vaso bajo, disolver la miel con la ayuda del amargo y 
el whisky, y pasarla por todo el interior del vaso. 

Agregar la piel de cítricos perfumando el interior, el brandy 
y el hielo, y remover para enfriar y decorar.

8 cl de brandy de Jerez 
0,5 cl de whisky de Islay 
2 cl de miel de flores
Piel de cítricos (naranja y limón)
1 golpe de amargo The Bitter Truth

Creole
Decoración
Cereza amarena con su jugo

EL FASHION
 61

Poner todos los ingredientes en un vaso con hielo y remover 
para enfriar. 

Terminar con el refresco y decorar.

6 cl de gin macerado con
cardamomo verde

4 cl de zumo de limón
3 cl de sirope de azúcar
10 cl de Schweppes Ginger Beer

Decoración
Canela en rama y láminas de

pepino

TÓNICO SPRENGER
108 

Poner todos los ingredientes en una coctelera con hielo y 
batir para enfriar. Servir colando sobre un vaso bajo, perfumar 
con limón y decorar. 
Nota: Este cóctel se sirve con dos limonadas. Una de hierba-
buena, un poco más dulce para neutralizar el picante y refres-
carnos. La otra es de jengibre, para potenciar el picante.

CHIPOTLE CHILLÓN

5 cl de mezcal
3 cl de licor Humo de pimiento

chipotle
3 cl de zumo de naranja sanguina
2 cl de sirope de azúcar
1 cl de clara de huevo

Decoración
Rodaja de remolacha deshidratada

 145

Poner todos los ingredientes en una coctelera con hielo y 
batir para enfriar.

Servir colando sobre una copa y decorar.
Nota: Receta del equipo de Salmon Guru. 

4 cl de whisky escocés macerado con
melocotón

3 cl de awamori
2 cl de zumo de limón
2 cl de vino tinto tempranillo
3 cl de sirope de jazmín
2 cl de clara de huevo

Decoración
Semillas de amapola

 LES FLEURS DU MAL
260 

Poner todos los ingredientes en una coctelera con hielo y 
batir para enfriar.

Servir colando sobre una copa y decorar.

6 cl de gin Plymouth infusionada
con granadilla 

4 cl de zumo de limón
6 cl de zumo de manzana
4 cl de puré de guayaba
6 cl de sirope de laurel y pimienta

rosa

Decoración
Espuma de camú camú y Peta Zetas

mARROW
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Oscar Caballero was a science journalist in Buenos 
Aires and a cultural journalist in Lima and Barcelona. 
In Madrid he created the Society section in the first 
Cambio 16, was coordinator of Qué, and collaborated 
with the media Informaciones, Triunfo, Cuadernos 
para el Diálogo and Gaceta Ilustrada. He has been 
the gastronomic correspondent of Club de Gourmets 
in Paris since 1981 and since then he has also been 
the cultural and show business correspondent for La 
Vanguardia. He is the only foreign member of the 
APCIG, the French association of food critics, of the 
Société des Gens de Lettres and a former member 
of the Académie internationale du vin. Author of 
some twenty books, including the first published on El 
Bulli, and of Comer es una historia and Una historia 
de la Nouvelle Cuisine, both also published in the 
Planeta Gastro essay collection.

TEXTS OSCAR CABALLERO

Juli Soler, You’re 
in the Room
Life and -almost- miracles of the creator, 
along with Ferran Adrià, of El Bulli.
This book is the story of a famous little-known man, 
Juli Soler, prophet of rock in Catalonia in 1968/80, 
colleague of the Rolling Stones and, since 1981, 
founder of El Bulli.

Between 1984 and 2011, Juli Soler chose to remain 
in the background to give the spotlight to a chef he 
intuited would be great: Ferran Adrià. And to the best 
wines in the world. And above all to people, without 
distinction of class or category. 

Under Juli’s guidance, princesses and magnates 
allowed themselves to be guided, humble for once. 
And those without rank were treated like stars. 

Soler took the stiffness out of the haute cuisine 
restaurant, replaced menu with festival, and thus 
forged the environment of the revolutionary cuisine of 
a Bulli in world orbit. 

Planeta Gastro | 250 pages | March 2022

Key Points

• Together with Ferran Adrià, he was the great architect 
of El Bulli, probably the best restaurant in history.

• His was the merit of discovering and hiring a young 
and unknown Ferran Adrià and betting on him. With 
a mentality as revolutionary and innovative as that of 
the genius from l’Hospitalet.

• In addition to Juli Soler’s wife and children, Ferran 
Adrià, Albert Adrià, Josep Roca (who also wrote the 
book’s prologue), Fermí Puig, Ferran Centelles and Luis 
García, director of elBullifoundation, have expressly 
collaborated in the book with their most intimate 
testimonies.

NEW TITLES HIGHLIGHTS

«Lo mejor que he visto… esta mañana.» Juli, en González Byass, en el antiguo Cuarto de Muestras 
del fundador de la bodega. Archivo familiar

Juli ayudante de barman, en el chalet del Golf de Puigcerdà, en 1963. Archivo Familiar

C_Juli Soler.indd   2C_Juli Soler.indd   2 23/2/22   15:1923/2/22   15:19

«Lo mejor que he visto… esta mañana.» Juli, en González Byass, en el antiguo Cuarto de Muestras 
del fundador de la bodega. Archivo familiar

Juli ayudante de barman, en el chalet del Golf de Puigcerdà, en 1963. Archivo Familiar

C_Juli Soler.indd   2C_Juli Soler.indd   2 23/2/22   15:1923/2/22   15:19

«D» de «disquero», también, y propietario: su célebre tienda Transformer, en Terrassa, en 
1980. Y «D» de su «década»: pronto hará bailar la sala de la Hacienda El Bulli. Archivo Familiar

El canto del cisne de Juli productor: en 1982, en la mesa de sonido (Valentí Grau a su lado) 
del cinema de la Rambla de Terrassa, para el concierto de Chick Corea. Archivo Familiar

C_Juli Soler.indd   4C_Juli Soler.indd   4 23/2/22   15:1923/2/22   15:19

La D ya es la inicial de director de restaurante: Juli —¿Al Pacino en el Empordà?—,  en 1984. 
© Miquel Carol. Archivo de elBullifoundation

En elBulli, en 1981, siempre un paso atrás, con Marketta en primer plano, la sala (Artur 
Segués y Cándido Tardío) y la cocina en pleno:  Jean-Paul Vinay, Annick Jannin, Yves 
Kramer, Alí... Archivo de elBullifoundation

C_Juli Soler.indd   5C_Juli Soler.indd   5 23/2/22   15:1923/2/22   15:19

Juli en otro ejercicio que bordaba, la cata. © Francesc Guillamet

Circa 2007, en Montecarlo, el barrio más jugador de Europa: Juli, Carme Ruscalleda, Arzak, 
Ferran Adrià, un gemelo Pourcel, Frank Cerutti, Senderens… Archivo de elBullifoundation

C_Juli Soler.indd   11C_Juli Soler.indd   11 23/2/22   15:2023/2/22   15:20

Familia unida, cocina unida. Los Soler Lobo. De izquierda a derecha: cuñado, hermana, Juli, 
su madre y su padre. Llevan la cantina de una fábrica (¿Josa?), circa 1957. Juli tiene 15 o 16 
años. Archivo Familiar 

En la misma cantina, Juli 
se prepara para servir (¿y 
ya prepara un truco?) una 
paella. Archivo Familiar

C_Juli Soler.indd   1C_Juli Soler.indd   1 23/2/22   15:1923/2/22   15:19
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TEXTS BASQUE CULINARY 
CENTER

Silvestre. 
Cooking with 
Wild Plants
A book that offers a reference 
content for those who wish to delve 
into the world of wild plants from a 
gastronomic and creative perspective, 
with full academic rigor.
An essential book on wild plants and their gastronomic 
value from the Basque Culinary Center, the most important 
academic institution of gastronomic research in Spain.

The book proposes a meeting point between gastronomy 
and botany from which to share useful, practical and 
attractive information on the wide and stimulating 
universe of wild plants. To this end, it summarizes the 
most important aspects on this subject: from what wild 
plants are, how they should be collected, how to use 
them with different culinary techniques and what for, to 
why they have become so important in the very close 
link between nature and gastronomy.

A type of catalog that includes species of maximum 
proximity with gastronomic potential. Endorsed by 
botanists and chefs, the book sets the precedents in 
the gastronomic field regarding how to creatively 
approach the world of plants, with the Basque Culinary 
Center as the point where gastronomy and botany 
meet, no longer just as a center of dissemination but as 
a center of great authority on the subject, all backed 
by research of the highest caliber.

Planeta Gastro | 450 pages | May 2022

Key Points

• An important work that discovers the gastronomic 
value of the world of wild plants from a close, 
attractive, practical and creative perspective.

• A reference publication for people interested in 
discovering and making use of wild plants.

• A gastronomic approach to nature backed 
by scientific knowledge and with real culinary 
applications based on wild plants.

• 180 plants presented with a technical data sheet, 
and each one with its organoleptic profile, its edible 
parts and culinary uses, as well as recipes.

• With recipes developed at the Basque Culinary 
Center that include photographs, illustrations and 
QR codes that give access to videos where the 
elaboration of each recipe is shown.

NEW TITLES HIGHLIGHTS
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Especies recomendadas

Hojas: 
de diversas especies de pinos (Pinus 
spp.) y de otras especies aromáticas.

Flores: 
de tréboles (Trifolium spp.) y de 
saúco (Sambucus nigra).

Frutos: 
de saúco (Sambucus nigra) y de gro-
sella roja (Ribes rubrum).

Otros: 
corteza de zarza (Rubus spp.).

Vinagre de rosa silvestre 
(Rosa canina)

700 ml de vinagre. 100 g de pétalos de rosa 
silvestre

Para realizar un vinagre aromatizado solo 
es necesario dejar macerar en él el pro-
ducto en cuestión (durante, al menos, una 
semana), en este caso los pétalos de rosa. 
Y esto puede hacerse directamente en la 
botella o en una bolsa de vacío. Para ace-
lerar el proceso, la mezcla puede triturar-
se y filtrarse después, pero así estaremos 
favoreciendo la oxidación del producto y 
la aparición de notas más amargas o as-
tringentes. 

Vinagre de hinojo 
(Foeniculum vulgare)

700 ml de zumo de hinojo. 280 ml de vodka 
(40 % de la cantidad de zumo). 150 ml de 
vinagre sin pasteurizar 

Mezclar todos los ingredientes e introdu-
cirlos en un tarro esterilizado abierto. Su-
mergir los tubos de salida de aire de nues-
tra bomba de pecera en el líquido y cubrirlo 
con una tela de quesero o un paño limpio. 
Dejar que se oxigene de forma constante 
entre 3-7 días. El tiempo dependerá de la 
temperatura ambiente, de la potencia de la 
bomba de pecera y del perfil organoléptico 
que busquemos.

3534

3534
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Talo 
200 g de harina de maíz
50 g de harina de pino (Pinus spp)
250 ml de agua
Sal

Calentar el agua con la sal, añadir la mezcla de harinas 
y amasar. Dejar que repose hasta que se enfríe y formar 
porciones de 100 g por talo. Estirar con la ayuda de la 
palma de la mano, sobre un poco de harina de maíz, para 
mantener el formato original de circunferencia. 

Relleno 
1 cabeza de cerdo
Hierbas aromáticas (romero, laurel, tomillo)
Sal

Colocar la cabeza de cerdo en una bandeja de horno sobre 
las hierbas aromáticas y sazonar. Dejar que macere en el 
frigorífico durante una hora. Pasado ese tiempo, hornear 
la cabeza de cerdo durante 2 horas a 160 ˚C, hasta que la 
piel esté dorada y la carne tierna. Separar la carne de la 
cabeza, picarla de manera irregular y mezclarla con un 
poco de la misma grasa del horneado. Separar las partes 
crocantes de la piel para el montaje.

Majado de hierbas 
100 ml de aceite de oliva
Hierbas (acederas, diente de león, trébol, guisantes)
10 ml de zumo de limón
Sal

Con la ayuda de un mortero o una batidora, moler todos 
los ingredientes hasta obtener una crema espesa y sazonar.

Montaje 
Hierbas ácidas (Rumex spp., Oxalis spp.)
Flores de trébol (Trifolium spp.)

Calentar una sartén a fuego vivo y marcar el talo por ambos 
lados hasta completar su cocción. Rellenarlo con la carne 
picada, aderezarlo con el majado de hierbas y completar 
con unas hojas de hierbas y flores de trébol. Terminar con 
trozos de la piel crocante.

Talo 
de harina 
de pino                                                                               
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Tartar de vaca 
500 g de solomillo de vaca

Limpiar la carne de nervios y grasa, cortarla en dados 
pequeños y reservarla en frío.

Hierbas crocantes 
30 g de tallos de cerraja (Sonchus aster)
30 g de tallos de romaza (Rumex pulcher)
50 g de hojas de acedera (Rumex acetosa)

Lavar y secar los tallos y las hojas y cortarlos a un tama-
ño similar al de los dados de solomillo.

Aceite de abeto 
300 g de hojas de abeto (Abies alba)
600 ml de aceite de girasol

Lavar y secar las hojas de abeto y triturarlas a máxima 
potencia con el aceite hasta que alcancen los 60˚C. 
Dejar reposar durante 20 minutos y tamizar por una 
muselina o filtro de papel.

Mayonesa picante 
150 g de hojas de crucíferas picantes (Cardaria draba, 
Cardamine hirsuta, etc.)
4 yemas de huevo
300 ml de aceite de girasol
10 ml de zumo de limón
Sal

Triturar el aceite con las hojas de crucíferas picantes 
hasta lograr una pasta muy fina. Ir emulsionando con 
ese aceite las yemas de huevo hasta lograr una textura 
de mayonesa firme. Condimentar con zumo de limón 
y sal.

Montaje
Brotes de abeto
Mezclar en un bol el solomillo con los tallos crocantes 
y condimentar con el aceite de abeto y sal. Colocar 
como base la mayonesa picante, cubrir con la carne 
aderezada y terminar con los brotes de abeto.

Tartar 
de vaca 
y abeto                                
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Álvaro Castellanos Graduated from the 
Escuela de Hostelería Casa de Campo. He has 
worked as head waiter in several restaurants in 
Spain and abroad.

Iván Morales Also graduated from the Escuela 
de Hostelería Casa de Campo. In addition to 
having worked in restaurants such as Arce, he 
has focused his career on hotel management 
within the gastronomic sector.

TEXTS IVÁN MORALES & ÁLVARO 
CASTELLANOS | PHOTOGRAPHY 
JAVIER PEÑAS

Tavern
The book of the Taberna Arzábal, the representatives 
of the best contemporary Spanish cuisine, is a tribute 
to the simplicity and gastronomic tradition of our 
country.

In this book you will find the work and soul of the 
tavern owners Iván Morales and Álvaro Castellanos. 
A decade after starting their career in Madrid’s Retiro 
neighborhood, today they have become a national 
gastronomic reference, taking the tavern concept to 
a higher level. Quality product and tradition have 
always accompanied them, so they wanted to reflect 
in these pages a culinary journey through the most 
representative dishes of Spanish cuisine.

You will immerse yourself in their history, their 
knowledge, their concerns, and their passion for 
cooking. You will learn to better understand the 
flavors, the seasons, the ingredients... to enjoy good 
food, the perfect tapas and after-dinner chats. 

Hardcover | 19 x 25 cm | 232 pages

Key Points

• With a prologue by Pepe Rodríguez.

• More than a hundred recipes of genuine traditional 
Spanish cuisine, with classic dishes, vegetables, raw 
foods, seafood, meat, game, stews and desserts.

• Taberna Arzábal, with four establishments located 
in the capital of Madrid, has become a must-visit 
place for all lovers of the best contemporary Spanish 
cuisine, awarded with a Sol by the Repsol Guide.

• Arzábal received the Metrópoli award as Madrid’s 
revelation restaurant in 2010, has been considered 
by CNN as one of the 10 best tapas bars in Madrid 
and as one of the best places to savor authentic 
Spanish cuisine according to The New York Times.

176

El pato azulón silvestre se
reconoce por una línea azul
en sus alas. 
En este plato, es importante 
el punto del pato. Siempre 
poco hecho. Así estará 
infinitamente más jugoso que 
pasado de punto.
La segunda cerveza te la 
tomas durante la elaboración 
del mismo.

INGREDIENTES 
2 patos azulones de unos 600 g
1 zanahoria
1 puerro
1 cebolla
2 latas de cerveza negra 
70 g de mantequilla 
2 cucharadas de sirope de arce o de miel de abeja
150 g de setas variadas 
Sal
Pimienta molida
1 ramita de romero

PREPARACIÓN
4 PERSONAS 
Como siempre, es primordial la limpieza y preparación de las piezas, ya que nos 
llegan desplumadas y evisceradas. Solo tenemos que quemar con un soplete el 
posible plumón y los cañamones que queden, y dejar los patos reposando en la 
nevera durante 3 días.
Pasado este tiempo, limpiamos las supremas de pato, separando la carne de la 
carcasa con un cuchillo bien afilado. Los deshuesamos por completo (tam-
bién las pechugas y las patas) y los partimos en dos. Tostamos las carcasas 
ligeramente y preparamos un caldo junto con las verduras, para que suavicen su 
potente sabor.
Para la salsa, cocemos 1 lata de cerveza con 50 g de mantequilla, unos 200 ml
del caldo y el sirope de arce o la miel (con el sirope queda menos dulce que 
con la miel). Lo dejamos reducir hasta que adquiera una densidad espesa para 
salsear. En el último momento, añadimos las setas picadas en trozos gruesos.
Llega el momento de preparar el pato azulón. Para ello, fundimos 20 g de 
mantequilla hasta que adquiera un color avellana. Salpimentamos los patos 
y los asamos por la piel hasta que se funda toda la grasa y adquiera un tono 
similar al del pan tostado. En ese momento, les damos la vuelta, los doramos y 
los retiramos del fuego. 
En cuanto a la presentación, partimos las supremas en 4 trozos y añadimos 
nuestra salsa con las setas. Lo decoramos con una ramita de romero.

Este plato representa la conjunción perfecta: pato azulón y 
cerveza negra. Lo que determinará el resultado final es que el 
pato azulón esté un poco oreado o envejecido (faisandage), ya que 
este método hace que pierda la entereza de su naturaleza salvaje 
y asilvestrada.

Pato a la 
cerveza negra
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Una buena pocha fresca se 
considera verdura, no legumbre. 
Hay que prestar atención al 
punto de la paloma, ya que, 
cuando se trata de animales 
salvajes, como tienen poca 
grasa, pueden quedar muy 
secos si nos pasamos de 
tiempo en la sartén. Y ojo 
también al tema de respetar 
las vedas y los tamaños de 
las piezas de caza. En nuestra 
mano está el cuidado y la 
conservación de las especies.

PREPARACIÓN
4 PERSONAS 
Lo primero será preparar el fondo de paloma. Para ello, limpiamos las palomas, 
eviscerando y reservando los menudillos (corazón e higaditos) para después 
separar las patas y las pechugas de las carcasas. Reservamos todo.
En cuanto a las carcasas, las rehogamos un poco en aceite junto con las 
peladuras de las verduras. A continuación, añadimos 2 l de agua para hacer un 
caldo. Lo dejamos cocer 1 hora o 15 minutos (si usamos una olla a presión). 
Con este caldo mojaremos nuestras pochas cuando llegue el momento.
Por otro lado, para hacer las pochas, como son frescas, no las tendremos que 
remojar, así que lo primero será picar las verduras lo más pequeñas posible y 
pocharlas. Una vez las tengamos listas, incorporamos las pochas en el aceite
y les damos 5 vueltas a fuego vivo. Seguidamente, las mojamos con el caldo de 
paloma hasta cubrir las pochas y le añadimos una pizca de sal y pimienta
de molinillo. 
Las dejamos cocer a fuego lento durante 35 minutos y les añadimos caldo si es 
necesario. Es muy importante que estén ajustadas de caldo durante su cocción.
Listas las pochas y, una vez hayamos comprobado que están melosas, pasamos 
a preparar las palomas. En una sartén bien caliente, fundimos la mantequilla y, 
cuando empiece a coger color avellana, doramos las mitades por la parte de la 
piel hasta que se turren. Les damos la vuelta y las retiramos enseguida, ya que 
deben quedar poco hechas. Con las pochas ya cocidas y terminadas, rehogamos 
los menudillos en una pizca de aceite, añadimos un poco de harina e incorpora-
mos las pochas para que espesen y cojan la textura deseada.
El montaje final del plato es muy sencillo. En un plato sopero amplio, servimos 
las pochas y, justo encima, las palomitas asadas.

Durante todo el verano no dejamos de recibir pochas frescas 
desgranadas o con vaina, según esté el mercado. Aunque la 
demanda es muy alta, esta legumbre se puede conseguir con 
relativa facilidad, lo que nos permite elaborar guisos increíbles 
gracias a su ternura y su entereza.

Pochas con paloma

INGREDIENTES 
4 palomas desplumadas
300 ml de aceite 
1 zanahoria
1 puerro
1 cebolleta fresca
1 pimiento verde italiano

2 l de agua
600 g de pochas desgranadas 
frescas
Sal
Pimienta de molinillo
20 g de mantequilla 
2 cucharadas de harina
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Arzabalero: «dícese de aquel que ama una buena 
taberna, las tapas en buena compañía, los platos de 
siempre, las cañas bien tiradas y las botellas de vino 
en barra o en mesa.» 

Esa es la esencia de la taberna Arzábal.
Los que nos conocen bien saben que somos muy intensos a la 
par que pasionales. Cuando toca trabajar, no tenemos inconve-
niente en hacer jornadas de doce o quince horas. Y, cuando hay 
que celebrar, también lo hacemos a lo grande. Por eso, cuando se 
cumplen diez años de arzabaleo, hemos decidido compartir con 
vosotros una selección de recetas que nos han acompañado todo 
este tiempo. ¿Un libro de recetas? ¿Y por qué no?
La historia de Arzábal comienza en el madrileño barrio de Retiro, 
en el número 2 de la calle Doctor Castelo para ser más precisos. 
En un local de 65 m² con una modesta cocina en la que desde el 
principio apostamos por la gastronomía tradicional y el producto. 
Con cinco empleados, seis mesas y una barra para veinte. 
En 2009 la milla de oro gastronómica de Madrid estaba aún por 
llegar. Y ahí estábamos nosotros, dispuestos a dignificar la taberna 
a golpe de recetario clásico ligeramente actualizado, respeto abso-
luto a la temporada, a las vedas y a la materia prima. 
Con el paso de los años, Arzábal se ha ido convirtiendo en un 
protagonista más de Madrid, siendo la ciudad a su vez inspiración 
de muchas de nuestras recetas, como también lo han sido el 
recetario vasco o el francés. La constancia, la honestidad y nuestra 
positividad ante el cambio y la evolución constante, nos han traído 
hasta aquí. Pero sabemos que nuestra clave está en seguir disfru-
tando —y mucho— de lo que hacemos. 
Durante este tiempo, hemos sido testigos de todo tipo de situacio-
nes que solo pueden darse cuando el buen comer y el buen beber 
se sientan juntos a la mesa: desde emotivos momentos en familia, 
hasta celebraciones por todo lo alto, que empezaban a la hora del 
aperitivo y que concluían a horas intempestivas.
Arzábal ha ido creciendo y hemos abierto también El Jardín de Arzábal 
en 2015, dentro del Museo Reina Sofía; Kirikata, nuestra particular 

apuesta por la cocina nipona en formato para llevar, igual que 
hace Hermanos Pollo, que te lleva a casa las mejores aves en 
todas sus versiones, o nuestra propuesta en Food Truck.
También era de prever que unos amantes de la cocina de mercado 
como nosotros termináramos abriendo nuestras propias barras en 
uno. Y eso fue lo que pasó a finales de 2018 dentro del histórico 
Mercado de San Miguel de Madrid, con vecinos de la talla de Rodri-
go de la Calle, Javier Estévez, Jordi Roca o Roberto Ruiz, reputados, 
distinguidos, grandes chefs que también comparten sus propuestas 
dentro de este mercado gastronómico del centro de la capital.
¿Se puede pedir más? Sí, se puede. Y nos referimos a esto que 
tienes en tus manos. Lo que vas a encontrar aquí es nuestra selec-
ción de recetas tradicionales. De esas que todos hemos conocido 
de la mano de nuestras madres y a las que tenemos un cariño 
infinito; recetas que están al alcance de todo el mundo y que, en 
cierto modo, pretenden hacer un pequeño homenaje a la verdad, 
a la sencillez y a la tradición. 
Los únicos ingredientes que no te pueden faltar a la hora de 
meterte en faena son el cariño… y la paciencia. A ser posible en 
grandes cantidades. Deja que nuestro espíritu tabernero se cuele 
en tu cocina y siéntete un arzabalero más mientras preparas estos 
platos que hemos seleccionado para ti. 
Thomas Keller dijo una vez que una receta en sí misma no tiene 
alma, ya que el alma es cosa del cocinero. Y nosotros te podemos 
asegurar que en este libro hemos puesto todo lo que somos; 
encontrarás tanta ilusión como la que sentimos al hacer nuestra 
primera croqueta.
Aprenderás a entender los sabores, las temporadas, los ingredien-
tes y muchas otras cuestiones que quizá hasta ahora no te habías 
planteado. Este libro es un manual para optimistas y disfrutones 
del buen comer.
¡Ahora sí, ha llegado el momento de coger las sartenes, encender 
los fogones y comenzar! ¡Hora de cocinar!

Iván Morales y Álvaro Castellanos 
Grupo Arzábal

mucho más que una década
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TEXTS ROMAIN FORNELL & TONI 
GARCÍA | PHOTOGRAPHY XAVIER 
TORRES-BACCHETTA

Chef
The book explores French cuisine, its tradition, its 
elements and its most emblematic products, as well as 
its realization, through the hands and career of the 
renowned chef Romain Fornell.

The author reflects on the weight of his country’s 
gastronomy and how it forged his journey from France 
to Spain, to find himself in a city, Barcelona, where 
the most traditional Mediterranean cuisine collided 
fearlessly with the emergence of a rebellious, modern 
and groundbreaking gastronomy. With expertise, 
recipes, a sense of humor and a deep knowledge of 
the culinary universe, Fornell addresses in Chef the 
thousand ways food can be understood.Hardcover | 21,5 x 28 cm | 235 pages

Key Points

• Romain Fornell was the youngest chef to win a 
Michelin star, which he earned at La Chaldette 
restaurant in 2001.

• In 2005 he earned another star at his restaurant 
Caelis in Barcelona, making him the first starred chef 
in both France and Spain.

• He is a prodigious and prestigious chef who manages 
some fifteen gastronomic establishments in Barcelona, 
S’Agaró and Andorra such as Casa Tejada, Café Turó, 
La Plasshola, Vistro 49, Candlelight, Casa Leopoldo, 
Joël’s Oyster Bar, Épicerie, Rooftop Ohla or Chef’s 
Table, in addition to the award-winning Caelis.

Romain Fornell (Toulouse, France, 1976) 
entered the Toulouse Hotel Management School 
in 1994, where he was elected Best Young 
Chef of the Midi Pyrénées. In 2000 he opened 
the restaurant Chaldette, in the Lozère, where 
he made known his creative potential and for 
which he obtained his first Michelin star in 2001, 
becoming the youngest chef to obtain it at the 
age of 22. 
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Hardcover | 21,6 x 27 cm | 296 pages

Contents

1. Confessions by Andoni Luis Aduriz to open the mind 
and not just the mouth.

2. Inspiring reflections on the present and future of 
one of the most influential restaurants of our time.

3. Thirty Vanishing Points: thirty concepts to unstitch 
(and experience) the creativity of Mugaritz. 

4. Fifty recipes for thinking “out of the box”. 

5. Glossary of non-culinary terms to meet culinary 
challenges. 

TEXTS ANDONI LUIS ADURIZ | 
PHOTOGRAPHY PER-ANDERS 
JÖRGENSEN & JOSÉ LUIS LÓPEZ 
DE ZUBIRÍA

Mugaritz. 
Vanishing 
Points
More than a cookbook, this is an intimate and daring 
story about how Mugaritz experiences cooking, using 
creativity as the best ingredient to inspire, surprise 
and provoke diners all over the world.  

With this book, Mugaritz insists on dismantling 
paradigms, accelerating the present of gastronomy 
and, above all, building launch pads to tomorrow. In 
doing all this, it maintains the same enthusiasm, that 
of seeing its audience walk on a tightrope without 
fear of falling. 

Andoni Luis Aduriz is leading one of the most 
creative and provocative proposals in current 
gastronomy in Mugaritz, the project he began 
twenty years ago for which he has earned two 
Michelin stars and has been included, for twelve 
consecutive years, among the Top Ten restaurants 
in the world. He has been twice winner of the 
coveted Chef’s Choice Award given by The 
World’s 50 Best Restaurants (2008 and 2012).  

Mugaritz has reached 
#7 in the 50 Best
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TEXTS JUAN MARI ARZAK & 
ELENA ARZAK | PHOTOGRAPHY 
SARA SANTOS, MIKEL ALONSO & 
SERGIO COIMBRA

Arzak + Arzak
A journey through the career of Juan Mari Arzak, the 
great patriarch of Spanish gastronomy and the New 
Basque Cuisine, accompanied by the most emblematic 
recipes of the last ten years of his career.

Hardcover | 24 x 30 cm | 254 pages

At the age of twenty-five, Juan Mari Arzak 
took over the family business, for which he was 
awarded the National Gastronomy Prize and his 
first Michelin star in 1974. His personal evolution 
and that of his cuisine was constant and he 
acquired his own special profile, which led to his 
obtaining his third Michelin star in 1989.

Key Points

• Juan Mari Arzak is considered, together with Ferran 
Adrià, to be the great architect of the Spanish 
gastronomic revolution.

• He is probably the foremost figure in Spanish cuisine 
with a tremendously long-lasting influence on the new 
generations of chefs.

• The book commemorates the 40th anniversary of 
the birth of the so-called New Basque Cuisine, the 
movement based on the Nouvelle Cuisine that was the 
germ of the current Spanish gastronomic revolution.

• This new book contains the 80 most emblematic 
recipes of the last ten years of his work, as well as 
the most emblematic of his career.

• The award-winning Arzak restaurant is a national 
and international gastronomic reference. Since 1989 
he has been awarded three Michelin stars.

RIGHTS SOLD TO

English (Grub Street)
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TEXTS BITTOR ARGINZONIZ 
& JUAN PABLO CARDENAL 
| PHOTOGRAPHY MARIANO 
HERRERA

Etxebarri
The only official book of the most 
renowned grill in the world.
Twenty-five years ago, at the foot of the Mount 
Amboto, in the Basque Country, Bittor Arginzoniz 
built up an exceptional place with his own hands and 
no other reference than the most ancient cooking 
technique. With fire, custom grills and obsessive 
search of premium produce, Bittor revolutionized the 
way we heat meat, fish or vegs.

Hardcover | 21,5 x 29,5 cm | 356 pages

Bittor Arginzoniz, known as the ‘grill wizard’, 
is a self-taught chef who, for the past twenty-
five years, has dedicated himself to ‘squeezing 
perfume from the coals’ as Andoni Luis Aduriz 
from Mugaritz says. Recognized with a Michelin 
star, Etxebarri is one of the fastest rising 
restaurants on the international circuit. 

RIGHTS SOLD TO

English (Grub Street), German (Matthaes), 
Italian (Giunti)

Contents

1. Bittor Arginzoniz, a man who had a dream. 

2. Axpe, surroundings and farmhouse.

3. The quality of the fire: choosing the right types of 
wood.

4. Cooking and innovation: original tools specially 
created for his restaurant.

5. The result:  original recipes of vegetables, seafood, 
fish, meat and desserts served at Etxebarri.

National Gastronomy 
Prize 2017

Michelin-starred Etxebarri 
is #3 in the 50 Best
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TEXTS JOAN ROCA & S. BRUGUÉS 
PHOTOGRAPHY BECKY LAWTON

Mother’s 
Cooking
Eighty simple recipes of traditional Mediterranean 
cuisine prepared by one of the most important chefs 
in the world. The mothers’ cuisine, the traditional one, 
updated, linked to a very emotional concept, that 
of the recovery and the perpetuation of the most 
authentic dishes, those of the popular cookbook. 
Recipes without flourish or technicalities but with all 
the quality touch by Joan Roca.

Hardcover | 19,5 x 25,5 cm | 224 pages

Key Points

• Joan Roca is currently the most important and 
relevant Spanish chef in the world.

• El Celler de Can Roca has been recognized as the 
second best restaurant in the world in the latest list 
of the 50 Best of Restaurant magazine, and adds 
ten consecutive years chosen among the five best 
restaurants in the world.

• For two years (2013 and 2015) El Celler de Can 
Roca was considered the best restaurant in the world, 
and Joan Roca was the best chef.  

• The cuisine of Joan Roca is characterized by 
perfectly harmonizing Catalan culinary traditions 
with the most creative avant-garde techniques, the 
fruit of constant research carried out in its restaurant, 
committed to innovation and creativity. 

• The recipes are accompanied by extraordinary 
photographs by Becky Lawton, a gastronomic 
photographer of great sensitivity and aesthetic sense.

Joan Roca runs El Celler de Can Roca, considered 
the second best restaurant in the world, together 
with his two brothers Josep —the sommelier— 
and Jordi —the pastry chef. His cooking balances 
Catalan culinary traditions with avant-garde 
techniques, the result of an ongoing commitment 
to research, innovation and creativity.
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TEXTS JOAN ROCA & SALVADOR 
BRUGUÉS | PHOTOGRAPHY JOAN 
PUJOL-CREUS

Cooking With 
Joan Roca
A book that shares twenty-five years of professional 
knowledge in an easy, visual and educational manner: 
boiling, frying, curing, pickling, blanching, marinating, 
grilling, smoking, pan-frying, and many other essential 
techniques that you can put into practice with eighty 
easy, delicious recipes. This is a definitive guide to 
the secrets of cooking by one of the best chefs in the 
world.

Hardcover | 19 x 25,5 cm | 384 pages

RIGHTS SOLD TO

French (Hachette), Simplified Chinese (Beijing Science & 
Technology), Complex Chinese (Cite Publishing)

TEXTS JOAN ROCA & SALVADOR 
BRUGUÉS | PHOTOGRAPHY JOAN 
PUJOL-CREUS

Cooking 
With Joan 
Roca At Low 
Temperatures
“This book will show you everything we have learned 
in the kitchen at El Celler de Can Roca, but also in our 
respective family kitchens. The aim is to teach you 
different techniques that will help improve the dishes 
you cook. We will see how low-temperature cooking 
was already being practised thousands of years 
ago and how the newest development stemming 
from technological evolution is basically control: the 
precision that we can cook with today.

I would like to encourage you to discover a set of 
techniques that will undoubtedly help you to achieve 
better results in your kitchen. I hope that you will 
enjoy the adventure.”                           

–Joan Roca

Hardcover | 19 x 25,5 cm | 384 pages

RIGHTS SOLD TO

Complex Chinese (Cite Publishing), Italian (Bibliotheka 

Culinaria)
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TEXTS JORDI ROCA & IGNACIO 
MEDINA | PHOTOGRAPHY 
JOAN PUJOL-CREUS & SERGIO 
RECABARREN 

Casa Cacao
This book aims to show the path followed by Jordi 
Roca, currently one of the world’s most advanced 
chocolatiers, in the search to learn how to master 
chocolate.

He travels through cocoa fields in Colombia, Peru and 
Ecuador to meet producers both in the interior of the 
jungle and in the new production areas that define some 
of the most prestigious references on the market. He 
learns about the nature of the so-called creole cacao, 
native to the Amazon rainforest, the characteristics of 
the crop and the way in which the cocoa cob ends up 
being transformed into the fermented and dry bean 
from which we obtain our chocolate.

With this background, Jordi Roca returns to his chocolate 
workshop and gives a new twist to his creative work, 
undertaking new creations with the new cocoas that he 
has collected over the course of his journey.

Hardcover | 21 x 25 cm | 352 pages

Key Points

• In 2014 Jordi Roca was proclaimed the best pastry 
chef in the world according to the 50 Best in the first 
edition of this award.

• The book includes eighty recipes, formulas and 
totally new creative ideas with cocoa as the mainstay 
of desserts, chocolates and ice cream.RIGHTS SOLD TO

English (Grub Street)

Jordi Roca is the pastry chef of El Celler de Can 
Roca. In 2014 he won the inaugural “World’s Best 
Pastry Chef” award. Jordi was the last brother 
to join El Celler de Can Roca and, nowadays, he 
is regarded as one of the top dessert experts on 
the Spanish culinary scene.
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TEXTS CARME RUSCALLEDA & 
ROSA RIVAS | PHOTOGRAPHY 
CARLES ALLENDE

Happiness
The great tribute book to Carme 
Ruscalleda, the woman with the most 
Michelin stars (7) in the world, on the 30th 
anniversary of the Sant Pau restaurant.
A free, natural, flavorful and pleasant cuisine are the 
key ingredients of Carme Ruscalleda’s culinary magic. 
This self-taught chef, who has won seven Michelin stars 
in her restaurants, is the grand dame of world cuisine 
and possesses an admirable and precise technique, 
always exploring and open to the imagination. She 
cooks to be happy and to make you happy.

Hardcover | 23 x 29,7 cm | 304 pages

Carme Ruscalleda, an extraordinary self-taught 
cook, opened her first restaurant, Sant Pau, in 
1988. The restaurant has maintained three 
Michelin stars since 2005. In 2004, she opened 
a replica of the Sant Pau in Tokyo, which has 
achieved two stars. She has achieved another 
two stars with the restaurant Moments, which she 
has directed since 2009 with her son.

Key Points

• Carme Ruscalleda is undoubtedly the most important 
female chef in Spain and the one with the most Michelin 
stars in the world (7).

• The book is a tribute to the thirty years of her career 
at her restaurant Sant Pau (Sant Pol de Mar), which 
takes place in 2018.

• Each of the chapters of the book revolves around a 
key concept in her career, interspersed with her recipes, 
including, in addition to the most current ones, the most 
emblematic ones that have marked her cuisine. 
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TEXTS AITOR ARREGI & 
JUAN PABLO CARDENAL | 
PHOTOGRAPHY LUIS DE LAS 
ALAS

Elkano
50 years of marine kitchen.  
A tribute to Pedro Arregi’s legendary 
restaurant.
Starting at the family bar, Pedro Arregi pioneered 
modern fish grilling from his now Michelin-starred 
restaurant Elkano. 

This is the story of the inimitable Pedro Arregui and 
his passion for the best available produces. Renowned 
for having invented modern fish grilling in 1964, his 
mastery of seafood terroir has made his establishment 
one of the best seafood restaurants in the world, 
acclaimed for its legendary turbot. The book is a real 
manual for seafood lovers, sharing tips on selecting 
the best fish and presenting the restaurant’s signature 
dishes in detail. 

Discover why Elkano is among the best seafood 
experiences by Joan Roca, Heston Blumenthal, Daniel 
Humm, Gastón Acurio and many other “50 Best” Chefs.

Hardcover | 21,5 x 29,5 cm | 262 pages

Unveiled recipes and classic dishes 
of this Michelin-starred restaurant, 

including a monographic  
of its legendary turbot and the keys  

to select the best fish.

Aitor Arregi took over the family business and 
after his father’s dead he took the lead of the 
restaurant to keep it among the best grills in 
the world. 
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TEXTS & ILLUSTRATIONS 
MURNAU DEN LINDEN

50 Chefs You 
Need To Know 
To Be A Good 
Foodie
As food lovers we must care about the consequences 
of our choices if we support restaurants which are 
using products from undeveloped areas, a particular 
variety of fish in danger of extinction, or the simple 
overuse of energy to cook. With 50 Chefs You Need 
To Know To Be A Good Foodie, Murnau Den Linden is 
not trying to make a list about culinary techniques, 
innovation or showbiz. This book is the personal take 
of the artist on 50 chefs who, for different reasons 
regarding influence, activism or creativity, could run 
the world and turn the page to a fairer and more 
sustainable environment. 

Hardcover | 15 x 23 cm | 128 pages

Murnau den Linden is a creative who began his 
career as a graphic designer. Since 2009 he has 
collaborated on massive social media campaigns 
and productions for Vice, L’Oreal Paris, Universal 
Music, Thyssen-Bornemisza Museum, Maestranza 
Opera House and Greenpeace to name a few.  

Contents

It features the work of Alex Atala, Elena Arzak, Ana 
Ros, Andoni Luis Aduriz, Dominique Crenn, Enrique 
Olvera, Ferran Adrià, Gaggand Anand, Carme 
Ruscalleda, Grant Achatz, Joan Roca, José Andrés, 
Juan Mari Arzak, Martín Berasategui, Massimo 
Bottura, May Chow, Quique Dacosta, René Redzepi, 
Virgilio Martínez or Vladimir Mukhin, among others.
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TEXTS HIDEKI MATSUHISA |

PHOTOGRAPHY CARLES ALLENDE

Hideki
A journey through the cooking 
and philosophy of Spain’s greatest 
Japanese chef.
Since the opening of Shunka at the end of the 
nineties, Hideki Matsuhisa has become one of the 
most recognized Japanese chefs outside his country. 
With a Michelin star for Koy Shunka, his delicate 
cuisine is a rare combination of technical precision, a 
broad knowledge of raw materials, and a great deal 
of intelligence and sensitivity. A symbol of Japanese 
gastronomy and cooking in its purest form.

Hardcover | 19,5 x 25,5 cm | 288 pages

Hideki Matsuhisa arrived in Spain in 1997 and 
was fascinated by the quality and variety of 
products the Mediterranean offered. He worked 
for a time in a number of Japanese restaurants 
in Barcelona, where he began fusing Japanese 
and Mediterranean flavors. In 2001, he opened 
his first restaurant, Shunka, and now has eight 
restaurants in a number of countries and one 
Michelin star.

Key Points

• Prologue by Ferran Adrià. 

• Hideki Matsuhisa has created a circuit for lovers 
of Japanese food in Barcelona. Whether at Shunka, 
at the casual tavern Koy Shunka, at Kak Koy (which 
serves robatayaki–traditional Japanese barbecue) 
or at Majide, his restaurants are pilgrimage sites for 
lovers of Japanese food. His other restaurants include 
Koy Hermitage in Andorra, Ka in Antwerp, and KoKoy 
in Formentera.

• The essence of his cooking is the essence of pure 
Japanese cuisine: sensitivity in treating the product; 
extraordinary technique, especially with knife work; 
a harmony of flavors, with special attention to umami; 
a deep awareness of seasonality; and maximum 
respect for the authentic flavor of the product.

• The book contains Hideki’s fundamental recipes, 
and is a journey through his past that brings us close 
to his philosophy, his aesthetics, and his vision of 
gastronomy. 
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TEXTS PACO RONCERO 
& EDUARDO GONZÁLES | 
PHOTOGRAPHY JAVIER PEÑAS

Sublimotion
The most extraordinary and surprising 
gastronomical spectacle in the world 
— a different and unique experience 
at the highest level.
Sublimotion is a gastronomical spectacle in a new 
communication and entertainment format for diners––
an immersive show that seeks to heighten the pleasure 
of sitting at a table to enjoy food and communication. 
At Sublimotion, gastronomy, technology, and spectacle 
come together as never before to give shape to a 
new kind of multimedia art.

Sublimotion is a new scenic format that combines the 
haute cuisine of Paco Roncero and his team with an 
amazing spectacle led by Vega Factory. No one will 
leave indifferent.

Hardcover | 25,5 x 29,5 cm | 292 pages

Paco Roncero studied at the Madrid School 
of Tourism and Hospitality. Currently, he is the 
executive chef and director of the NH Collection 
Casino in Madrid and Paco Roncero Restaurant, 
the Estado Puro gastrobars in Madrid, Shanghai 
and Curitiba, the Barbarossa restaurant of Paco 
Roncero, Sublimotion, etc.

Key Points

• Sublimotion, located in the Hotel Hard Rock in Ibiza, 
is the most advanced and innovative gastronomic 
spectacle ever imagined, using virtual reality to move 
diners through dozens of different spaces without 
having to leave their seats, with surprising changes of 
music, light, projected imagines, times, and scenery.

• Prologues by Joan Roca and Rafael Ansón.

• Paco Roncero Restaurant has two Michelin stars and 
three suns from the Repsol Guide.

• The dishes contained inside have come from some 
of the most prestigious international chefs, like David 
Chang, Marco Fadiga, Diego Guerrero, Dani García, 
Toño Pérez, Elena Arzak, Pia León, Paco Torreblanca, 
Ana Ros, and Janice Wong.

• The book contains a Spotify playlist with a soundtrack 
to the Sublimotion spectacle to submerge us in the 
place and its reality as we turn the pages.

TOP CHEFS & RESTAURANTS
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TEXTS XAVIER PELLICER & 
LAURA CONDE | PHOTOGRAPHY 
CARLES ALLENDE

Healthy 
Kitchen
Biodynamic cooking, ayurvedic 
nutrition and energy management are 
the new concepts of the food of Healthy 
Kitchen.
These pages are a journey along a path that Xavier 
Pellicer began in 2012, when he became interested in 
biodynamic cooking. This discovery led him to delve 
into Ayurvedic nutrition and energy management, 
which led to a fundamental change not only in his 
professional life but also in his personal sphere, in his 
way of viewing the world and in the management of 
the teams he works with. Today, Xavier Pellicer Healthy 
Kitchen practices a cuisine that has brought about a 
revolution not only in the way vegetables are treated, 
but also in the foundations on which haute cuisine has 
been based to date. 

Hardcover | 21,5 x 25,5 cm | 272 pages

Xavier Pellicer is a renowned chef from 
Barcelona with a long professional career 
behind him, trained with the prestigious chef 
Santi Santamaría in the well-remembered Can 
Fabes, the first restaurant in Catalonia awarded 
with three Michelin stars. He bases his cuisine on 
vegetables and the concept of healthy kitchen, 
something that is reflected in his new restaurant.

Key Points

• Xavier Pellicer is officially the most vegetable-savvy 
chef in the world.

• His eponymous establishment was voted in 2018 and 
2019 as the World’s Best Vegetable Restaurant by 
We’re Smart Green Guide, the leading international 
green gastronomic guide, and in 2020 he was named 
Person of the Year.

• He has perfectly embodied his philosophy of life in 
his restaurants, based on the concept of healthy cuisine 
and his knowledge of Ayurvedic nutrition.  

• The healthy aspect is applied from the very moment of 
purchase from producers closely linked to the organic 
and biodynamic world. 

132
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TEXTS CARLOS DÍAZ GÜELL

The 100 
Great Recipes 
of Spanish 
Cuisine
A select number of renowned Spanish 
gastronomes select the 100 most 
representative recipes of traditional 
Spanish cuisine 
The book, The 100 Great Recipes of Spanish Cuisine, 
also offers something extra special, since each 
dish chosen, each recipe that makes up the list, is 
accompanied by a free interpretation of the recipe, 
sometimes a very free and not necessarily analogous 
interpretation, prepared by renowned Spanish 
chefs, which makes this book not only a historicist 
and traditional compilation of Spanish gastronomy 
but also a reflection of the vitality and creativity of 
contemporary Spanish cuisine.

Hardcover | 20 x 27 cm | 384 pages

Carlos Díaz Güell has a PhD in Information 
Sciences and a broad and extensive professional 
career, both in the media (El País and Grupo 16) 
and in the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and 
Food, the Presidency of the Government, Iberia 
and the Bank of Spain. He has collaborated as a 
consultant with renowned Spanish chefs and has 
participated in the organization of international 
tourism trade fairs such as FITUR, as well as in 
the promotion of Spanish gastronomy through 
various publications, and through the selection of 
menus on board Spanish flag carriers.

Key Points
• An extraordinary compilation of the fundamental 
dishes of Spanish cuisine, and their reinterpretation 
at the hands of great chefs, in a book that seeks to 
become a reference work of Spanish gastronomy.

• Dishes as fundamental as the Cocido madrileño, the 
Fabada asturiana, the Gazpacho andaluz, the Paella 
valenciana, the Tortilla de patatas, the Ajoblanco, 
the Bacalao al pilpil, the Callos a la madrileña, the 
Empanada gallega, the Pulpo a feira, the Salmorejo, 
the Roast suckling pig, the Fritura andaluza, the Papas 
arrugás with mojo picón or the Pisto manchego, are 
the great protagonists of this work.

FINDING & COOKING THE BEST PRODUCES
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TEXTS JORDI BUTRÓN | 
PHOTOGRAPHY JORDI FOTO 

The Espaisucre 
Creative 
Method
The book of the pioneering and 
prestigious gastronomic method 
of sweet cuisine that is a reference 
worldwide.
The Espaisucre Method is a unique, exclusive, nationally 
and internationally recognized teaching system of 
high prestige based on three basic principles: the 
choice of ingredients, technique and presentation.

This book is the guide to this method, where the entire 
creative process is thoroughly analyzed, and which 
will help you to understand and order the multiple 
micro decisions that must be taken at the moment of 
creation.

Hardcover | 20,5 x 28 cm | 360 pages

Jordi Butrón is the director, creator and soul of 
Espaisucre, the world’s first dessert restaurant 
and school with specific training in restaurant 
pastry. His time at great restaurants such as El 
Bulli, Pierre Gagnaire, Jean Luc Figueras, Hôtel 
de Crillon, Escribà and Michel Bras has given him 
both a classical and creative training. During his 
long career he has received numerous awards, 
including the Best Pastry Chef of Catalonia 
Award and the National Gastronomy Award for 
Best Pastry Chef in Spain.

Key Points

• An introduction to the method and the gastronomic 
educational system of the prestigious Espaisucre 
school, with the basic theory and all the practical 
applications of the method to the different types of 
sweet cuisine.

• A book that is tremendously didactic, practical, 
formative, useful and easy to understand and apply, to 
dismantle the myth that pastry and confectionery are 
complicated activities, for professionals and amateurs.

• Burtón has been awarded the Prize for the Best Pastry 
Chef of Catalonia and the National Gastronomy 
Prize for the Best Pastry Chef of Spain.

FINDING & COOKING THE BEST PRODUCES
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TEXTS RODRIGO DE LA CALLE | 
PHOTOGRAPHY JAVIER PEÑAS 

Paella Power
Recipes, techniques and secrets to 
prepare the best paellas in the world.
A bold proposal based on rice and traditional and 
modern paellas with a variety of ways to prepare 
them: Valencian paella, black rice, vegetable or 
seafood paella. The book describes thoroughly the 
necessary techniques for each occasion to become 
great experts of rice, and more specifically of the 
controversial paella.Hardcover | 24 x 27 cm | 272 pages

Rodrigo de la Calle (Madrid, 1976)  met Santiago 
Orts in 2003, who changed his perception of the 
vegetables world forever. From there he went to 
Mugaritz, where Andoni Luis Aduriz’s kitchen was 
a second professional revolution for him. He later 
disembarked at Martín Berasategui’s restaurant, 
where he completed his training. After his time as 
chef of the Hotel Villa Magna, where he earned 
a Michelin star, he opened his new restaurant El 
Invernadero in the mountains of Madrid in mid-
2015 and today located in the center of the 
capital, based mainly on vegetable products.

Key Points

• Prologue by Martín Berasategui, the Spanish chef 
with the most Michelin stars.

• The book consists of about fifty rice recipes of 
all kinds (one for every Sunday of the year), the 
vast majority of the author himself, classic and also 
modern, as well as recipes provided by prestigious 
chefs.

• Trained in the kitchens of Andoni Luis Aduriz, 
Quique Dacosta and Martín Berasategui, he was a 
gastronomic advisor to the famous French chef Joël 
Robuchon - the chef who treasured the most Michelin 
stars in the world until his death.

• Rodrigo de la Calle is the chef of the restaurant 
El Invernadero, a place that is a must for all lovers 
of vegetable cuisine (and of which he has opened a 
replica in Beijing), awarded with a Michelin star.

FINDING & COOKING THE BEST PRODUCES
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TEXTS ISAAC PETRÀS | 
PHOTOGRAPHY BECKY LAWTON 

Eating Insects
An extraordinary journey through the 
ancient gastronomic tradition of many 
countries and a growing trend that is 
revolutionizing today’s cuisine.
Why not dress a salad with a dust of worms? Or 
add crickets to a pumpkin cream? How about adding 
a scorpion to a paella? The fever of edible insects, 
which feed millions of people around the world every 
day, is here to stay, to show that gastronomic barriers 
are sometimes due to cultural issues, and also, why 
deny it, to pose a crunching and delicious challenge 
to those intrepid palates always open to experience 
new gastronomic emotions.

Hardcover | 19 x 24 cm | 192 pages

It includes recipes to 
incorporate insects to our 
usual dishes, from a fideuá 

to a hamburger, a pizza  
or even a cocktail. 

Isaac Petràs belongs to the third generation that 
runs Bolets Petràs, a unique stall with more than 
fifty years of history dedicated to the sale of a 
large variety of mushrooms and located in the 
emblematic Boqueria market in Barcelona. His 
restless and adventurous spirit led him in 2003 
to open the first insect shop in La Boqueria, 
BCN Insects, an attraction that receives visits 
from tourists, onlookers, travelers, gourmets and 
renowned chefs from around the world.

FINDING & COOKING THE BEST PRODUCES
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TEXTS FUNDACIÓN ALÍCIA | 
PHOTOGRAPHY ANDREA RESMINI 

Cooking 
Legumes
A book that will open your eyes to the 
vast range of different legumes and 
ways to cook them.
Did you know that black beans contain 10 % more iron 
than a steak? Or that chickpeas provide just as much 
folic acid as spinach? Or that the first foam made by 
Ferran Adrià at elBulli consisted of legumes? 

Because legumes are an almost infinite food source and 
have major health benefits, they have finally achieved 
the recognition they deserved. The goal of this book 
is to promote knowledge about and especially the 
consumption of legumes. These recipes will help you to 
prepare and eat legumes in a tasty, healthy, balanced 
and easy way. Find out about their great versatility 
and the almost infinite number of different methods to 
prepare them.

Hardcover | 19 x 25 cm | 352 pages

Discover legumes:  
the great superfood  

of the future.

Contents

1. History of legumes.

2. Legumes & Health.

3. Legumes & Sustainability.

4. Recipes from around the world: creams & purées, 
salads, sauces, meat substitutes, stews, desserts… 

The Fundación Alícia is a research centre 
dedicated to technological innovation in the 
kitchen, improving eating habits and promoting 
gastronomic heritage. It enjoys contributions and 
support from top chefs and renowned scientists 
from across the world. Its services and advice are 
sought by major restaurants, chefs, businesses, 
educational centres and other bodies, making 
it into a very prestigious centre of reference in 
Spain and overseas.

FINDING & COOKING THE BEST PRODUCES
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TEXTS FUNDACIÓN ALÍCIA | 
PHOTOGRAPHY BECKY LAWTON

Soups
An indispensable book for lovers of 
soups of all kinds, opening our eyes 
to a whole world of different varieties 
and preparations.
From purchasing the basic ingredients to make a simple 
broth to the creation of sophisticated, spectacular dishes, 
this book shows us how soups can transform our cooking 
and our health. The Alicia Foundation, a reference point 
in the worlds of cuisine and nutrition, will teach us to 
prepare all sorts of soup, starting with basic broths 
and using them to broaden our repertory in the kitchen. 
Recipes that include vegetables, mushrooms, cereals, 
meats, legumes, fish, and even fruit––a whole universe 
for those who love to eat with a spoon, with dishes 
as delicious as they are nutritious. A master class in 
gastronomical pleasure and in taking care of our health. 

Hardcover | 19 x 25 cm | 348 pages

The Fundación Alícia is a research centre 
dedicated to technological innovation in the 
kitchen, improving eating habits and promoting 
gastronomic heritage. It enjoys contributions and 
support from top chefs and renowned scientists 
from across the world. Its services and advice are 
sought by major restaurants, chefs, businesses, 
educational centres and other bodies, making 
it into a very prestigious centre of reference in 
Spain and overseas.

A book with all kinds of 
soups both cold and hot, 
with recipes from Spain 
and the rest of the world 
for those who love to eat 

with a spoon.

FINDING & COOKING THE BEST PRODUCES
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TEXTS EVA CELADA

At The Table 
With Leonardo 
Da Vinci
The gastronomical biography of 
Leonardo da Vinci, focused on his most 
human side, sitting around the table.
Did you know Leonardo da Vinci was vegetarian? That 
he took care of the groceries and some of his codices 
and notebooks have lists shopping lists? Would you 
like to know what he ate at the inns of Tuscany when 
he traveled? How life was organized in the artists’ 
workshops, in Verrochio’s and at the others in Florence, 
Milan, Rome, and Amboise? Did you know Leonardo 
was a wine maker? Did you know the last thing he 
wrote in one of his notebooks is, “I’m stopping here 
because the soup is getting cold” and that this soup 
was a minestrone made by his cook, Mathurine?

Hardcover | 16 x 21,5 cm | 320 pages

Eva Celada is a journalist, author of more 
than twenty books on food, and winner of six 
Gourmand Prizes, including: Gourmand Prize 
for the Best Simple Cookbook, 2002 for Matilde 
Amaya’s Gypsy Cooking, Gourmand Prize for the 
Best Historical Cookbook, 2004 for The Cuisine 
of the Spanish Royal Family and Gourmand Prize 
for the Best International Cookbook in Spanish, 
2007 for The Secrets of Vatican Cooking.

Key Points
• This book is structured through nineteen chapters that 
examine the cuisine of his native countryside in Tuscany; 
his vegetarianism and his love for nature; his single recipe 
book and his shopping lists; his experiments in the kitchen; 
what he put on the table in his own home; his work as an oil 
producer and wine expert.

• The book contains 40 original recipes adapted to the 
present day so readers can prepare them. 

• The recreation and adaptation of Leonardo’s recipes has 
overseen by chefs Rodrigo de la Calle, Mario Sandoval, 
and Luca Gatti, chef at the Italian Embassy in Madrid.

• The book contains a detailed and curious analysis 
of the dishes served at the Last Supper in Leonardo’s 
extraordinary painting. 

FINDING & COOKING THE BEST PRODUCES
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TEXTS JAVIER DE LAS MUELAS 

Cocktails & 
Food
New cocktails from one of the best 
bartenders in the world, married with 
recipes from the greatest Spanish chefs 
of today. 
A new chronicle from the world of cocktails, this time 
with married dishes from some of the biggest figures in 
Spanish gastronomy:

Carlos abellán, albert adrià, Ferran adrià, andoni luis 
audariz, Pedro álvarez, sergi arola, aitor arregi, Juan 
Mari and elena arzak, oriol balaguer, Joan bayén, Martín 
berasategui, JoseP Mª boix, riCard borràs, Jordi butrón, 
Mateu Casañas, oriol Castro, alberto ChiCote, iván Cruz, 
Jordi Cruz, QuiQue daCosta, rodrigo de la Calle, Manolo 
de la osa, Christian esCribà, roMain Fornell, xavier 
FranCo, raMón Freixa, Carles gaig, abrahaM garCía, MarC 
gasCons, nandu Jubany, ángel león, JuanJo lóPez, Joan 
Manubens, QuiM MárQuez, hideki Matsuhisa, PaCo Pérez, 
Fernando Pérez arellano, FerMí Puig, Fina Puigdevall, albert 
rauriCh, Joan roCa, Jordi roCa, PaCo ronCero, FranCesC 
rovira, CarMe rusCalleda, Mario sandoval, riCardo sanz, 
Pedro subiJana, PaCo torreblanCa, herManos torres, Jordi 
vilà and eduard xatruCh.

For each of them, Javier de las Muelas has found the 
perfect cocktail to accompany the dishes specially 
crafted for this book, and like a good bartender, he 
brightens up the occasion with stories, technical details, 
reflections, and historical notes.

The book is filled with texts about the history of cocktails, 
drinking, and bars, savory anecdotes about people, 
techniques, and the tales of the most emblematic 
drinking establishments.

Hardcover | 18,9 x 25,4 cm | 320 pages

Javier de las Muelas, recognized as one of the 
ten best bartenders in the world, In 2007, he was 
named Barman of the Year in Spain. In 2016 Dry 
Martini was named one of the best bars in the world 
for the eighth consecutive year on the World’s 50 
Best Bars list, and is considered the fourth best bar 
in history and number one in Europe.

He is owner of several bars, including Dry Martini 
in Barcelona, one of the reference points in the 
Spanish cocktail world; Speakeasy, ; and the 
mythical Gimlet. He now manages twenty-four 
establishments all over the world.

FINDING & COOKING THE BEST PRODUCES
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TEXTS OSCAR MANRESA & TONI 
GARCÍA | PHOTOGRAPHY XAVIER 
TORRES-BACCHETTA 

My Boqueria
A walk around the most iconic stalls of 
la Boqueria market.
«My Boqueria» is an account of the day-to-day life of 
the most immortalised market in Barcelona and the most 
famous in the world. Oscar Manresa tells the story of 
a place that is embedded in the collective subconscious 
of international gastronomy. It is not a book about 
cooking, nor is it a cookbook, but it could be both.

Hardcover | 19 x 25,5 cm | 224 pages

Oscar Manresa (1962), born on the shores of 
the Mediterranean in a fisherman’s quarter, 
has been an entrepreneur, executive, chef, and 
guitarist. But it was gastronomy that captured his 
heart and took him to the market. His restaurants 
La Torre d’Alta Mar, Casa Guinart, and Casa 
Leopoldo have fed generations of guests from 
all over the world.

English edition by Planeta

Key Points
• Prologue by chef Albert Adrià, who explains the 
importance of the market for Barcelona and for him.

• Tells the recent history of the market through 11 stall 
keepers. Some are from the old school, and others have 
taken the reins. A book about people and their stories, 
those who have spent their lives in the market, who 
have grown up and made friends there, who consider 
the Boqueria their family––and who are committed to 
making sure the market continues to live and breathe 
for many years.

• Written in first person in a direct, pleasant tone,  based 
on his personal and professional experience.

• Includes recipes with rich versions of dishes based on 
the products offered at the market.

• Includes the chapter ‘Dining at La Boqueria’ with its 
most emblematic bars: Pinotxo, Quim or Casa Guinart.

• With stories and portraits of the most intriguing 
regulars by Xavier Torres-Bacchetta, one of Spain’s 

greatest portrait photographers.

FINDING & COOKING THE BEST PRODUCES
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TEXTS VARIOUS AUTHORS 

Seafood
Seafood frequently has pride of place 
on the finest restaurant menus, and 
more and more restaurants are making 
it a specialty.
Seafood is one of the star dishes of the great restaurants 
in Spain, and the methods of preparation are legion. 
Varieties from the Atlantic and the Cantabrian and 
Mediterranean Seas are especially highly sought-
after. The fruits of the sea are absolutely essential 
to a good diet, and its traditions and its talented 
artisans have made Spain a paradise for lovers of 
seafood. This book shines a light on the exceptional 
gastronomical wealth of the sea, with prestigious chefs 
specializing in seafood lending their creations to the 
present text––great masters from great restaurants 
like Joan Roca (El Celler de Can Roca), Ángel León 
(Aponiente), Rafa Zafra (Estimar), Aitor Arregi (Elkano), 
Martín Berasategui (Martín Berasategui), Elena Arzak 
(Arzak), Nacho Manzano (Casa Marcial), Quique 
Dacosta (Quique Dacosta), Jesús Sánchez (Cenador 
de Amós), Susi Díaz (La Finca), Eduard Xatruch, Mateu 
Casañas, and Oriol Castro (Compartir y Disfrutar). An 
immense pleasure for lovers of fine seafood.

Hardcover | 22 x 28 cm | 264 pages

Seafood is essential to a 
balanced diet.

FINDING & COOKING THE BEST PRODUCES
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TEXTS LLORENÇ PETRÀS | 
PHOTOGRAPHY BECKY LAWTON

Eating   
Mushrooms
The best recipes for mushrooms and 
truffles, put together by one of the 
world’s greatest experts.
It’s been almost half a century since Llorenç Petràs 
decided to open a mushroom stand, Bolets Petràs, at 
the Boqueria market in Barcelona. With time, it would 
become an institution for the most sybaritic palates in 
Spain. Chefs from all over the country, plus talented 
home cooks and other intrepid diners, trust his judgment 
when they need to choose the best mushrooms for their 
meals. And they’re not wrong to do so: Petràs is a walking 
mushroom encyclopedia, a scholar when it comes to this 
product he loves and knows like none other.

With his guidance, we will get to know the major varieties 
of mushroom, plus anecdotes, cooking tips, and amusing 
facts. We will set foot in some of the most emblematic 
restaurants and will enjoy a broad and luxurious range 
of recipes that will bring out the best in our mushrooms 
when they hit the stove.

Hardcover | 19 x 25 cm | 216 pages

Key Points
• Prologues by Joan Manuel Serrat, José Andrés, and 
Karlos Arguiñano.

• The book contains more than a hundred recipes from 
such prestigious chefs as Albert Adrià, Juan Mari Arzak, 
Karlos Arguiñano, Pedro Subijana, Carles Gaig, Oscar 
Manresa, Hideki Matsuhisa, Rafa Peña, Carles Abellán, 
Albert Raurich, Óscar Velasco, Ramon Freixa, Nandu 
Jubany, Martín Berasategui, Toño Pérez, Oriol Castro, 
Eduard Xatruch, Mateu Casañas, and Romain Fornell, 
and from restaurants noted for their mushroom dishes, 
like Baluarte (Soria), La Lobita (Navaleno), El Cisne Azul 
(Madrid), and El Empalme (Zamora).

Llorenç Petràs is one of the greatest mushroom 
specialists in the world. He has a legendary stall 
at the Boqueria market in Barcelona. Chefs from 
all over the world buy his products and ask for 
his advice.

“Petràs is without a doubt the person who best 
represents the exciting world of mushrooms.” 

Ferran Adrià

FINDING & COOKING THE BEST PRODUCES
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OSCAR CABALLERO

The (Hi)story 
of Eating
An exhaustive journey through the 
history of gastronomy, from prehistoric 
times to the present day.
Who invented the first preserves? When did the first 
restaurant appear? Who taught Europe how to use 
a fork? When was the term ‘gastronomy’ coined and 
why? Is the Mediterranean diet an American creation? 
Did ‘fusion cooking’ exist five centuries before the 
term was born? From the first spark of fire to gluten-
free bread, this book proposes a menu that spans the 
course of history, presented in a way you have never 
heard it before. Paperback | 14,5 x 23 cm | 440 pages

Key Points
• This is a book brimming with intelligence, with a 
clean, precise and enjoyable text that captivates us 
from the beginning, surprises us and makes us think. 
It includes countless historical and literary references, 
curiosities and many facts.

• Oscar Caballero is one of the world’s foremost 
gastronomic journalists.

Oscar Caballero has been a gastronomic 
correspondent for the Club de Gourmets in Paris 
since 1981. He is the only foreign member of 
the French association of gastronomic critics and 
the Société des Gens de Lettres. Additionally, 
he is the author of some twenty books, including 
the first book published about El Bulli: Texto y 
pretexto a texturas.

OSCAR CABALLERO

A History 
of Nouvelle 
Cuisine
The history of the nouvelle cuisine that 
conquered the world, as it has never 
been told before, of the invention of 
Mediterranean cuisine in haute cuisine 
and of its current emperor, Alain 
Ducasse.
The leaders of the former - without which there would 
have been no new, contemporary Spanish cuisine - were 
called Guérard, Troisgros, Bocuse, Gault, Millau. And 
the religion they founded, to which half the world was 
converted, even had a decalogue. It was launched in 
1973 by the magazine Gault et Millau, which in turn 
revolutionized gastronomic criticism. 

As for the Mediterranean phenomenon of 1987, which 
for the first time placed a bottle of olive oil amid 
linen tablecloths and silverware, it had its ideologues 
(Roger Vergé, Louis Outhier, Jo Rostang), its eminent 
disciples (Bruno Cirino, Jacques Maximin) and above 
all a codifier, Alain Ducasse. Today, Ducasse runs more 
than 50 kitchens on three continents and is the world 
leader in the number of Michelin stars.

Paperback | 14,5 x 23 cm | 560 pages

Oscar Caballero has been a gastronomic 
correspondent for the Club de Gourmets in Paris 
since 1981. He is the only foreign member of 
the French association of gastronomic critics and 
the Société des Gens de Lettres. Additionally, 
he is the author of some twenty books, including 
the first book published about El Bulli: Texto y 
pretexto a texturas.

Key Points
• There is currently no other work that narrates 
the history of nouvelle cuisine, indispensable for 
understanding world gastronomy, as this book does, 
structured in short chapters, narrated with journalistic 
writing and an agile tone typical of someone who 
knows the subject in depth and has the recognition of 
his interlocutors, the chefs interviewed.

ESSAYS ESSAYS
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AGUSTÍ PERIS & MIGUEL 
SÁNCHEZ ROMERA

The Taste Of 
The Nose
An original vision of the links 
between wine and food, harmonies 
and sensory sensations to unite the 
worlds of wine and cooking.
This book is a conversation between two wise men, 
two top professionals in the field of Gastronomy. 
They talk to illustrate what Haute Cuisine is and 
what are the ins and outs of great wines.

The book talks about technique, about the love of 
a job well done, molds are broken and some topics 
are destroyed.

Gastronomy is not only about drinking and eating. 
It is also necessary to read about it in order to 
enjoy it in all its splendor. Who better than two 
great experts like Agustí Peris and Miguel Sánchez 
Romera to write about it?

Paperback | 14,5 x 23 cm | 240 pages

Miguel Sanchez Romera is one of the great 
chefs of active cuisine in our country who also 
contributes with an interesting scientific point of 
view, since he is a renowned neurologist.

Agustí Perís is an extraordinary sommelier who 
loves wine with real passion. Having a vast culture 
and a somewhat spiritual character, it brings 
philosophical brushstrokes that enrich a book 
whose protagonists are the taste and aromas 
of the best stoves and the most wonderful wines.

FERRAN CENTELLES

What Wine 
Goes With this
Duck?
An overview to the essence of wine 
pairings.
A comprehensive work that, for the first time, presents 
an overview of the different philosophies regarding 
wine pairings, including that of the author, providing the 
reader with a unique sensory experience.  For thirteen 
years, Ferran Centelles was the head sommelier at 
elBulli and he is probably the best one in Spain.

This is an essential book for lovers of fine dining as well 
as students of catering, oenology and wine tasting.

“This book is, unquestionably, the 
beginning of the recognition of Ferran 
Centelles as one of the most interesting 
figures in the world of wine around the 
world.” 

Ferran Adrià

Paperback | 14,5 x 23 cm | 308 pages

Key Points
• Best of the World Gourmand 2017 Award

• This is an essential book for lovers of fine dining as 
well as students of catering, oenology and wine tasting.

• An exceptional, unprecedented introduction to 
the science and theory of wine pairing by the head 
sommelier at elBulli.

Ferran Centelles is one of the best sommeliers in 
Spain. He began his professional career at elBulli 
(2000-2011), and since then he has continued 
to study and work in Spain and overseas. He 
obtained his WSET diploma in London, is an 
Advanced Sommelier CMS and prepared the 
wine list at elBulli for thirteen years. He is advisor 
on Spanish wine to Jancis Robinson, probably the 
most influential wine critic in the world. 
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